HERONRY LAKE (M.2475)

GODSON TWP. FOR STATUS REFER TO TWP. PLAN M.1982

KENORA MINING DIVISION

SCALE: 1-INCH = 40 CHAINS

LEGEND

PATENTED LAND
CROWN LAND SALTS
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LOADED LAND
LICENSED OUTFIT
MINING RIGHTS ONLY
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
IMPROVED ROADS
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MINED OR MINED RINGS
CANCELLED RIGHTS S.R.O.

NOTES

660 "Surface Rights Reservation along the shore between Claxton and Kenora"

Floating rights reserved up to 100' above the normal high water level at the edge of the lake.

AREAS MARKED FOR DISPOSITION
S.R. SURFACE RIGHTS R.R. MINING RIGHTS
-eastern boundary - eastern boundary

PLAN NO. M.2035

MNR. SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH

NATIONAL TOPOGRAPHIC SERIES 50K

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES

ONTARIO